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How to Build a Team of Motivated, Dedicated, Inspired
Open House Marketing Assistants.

The Money Door by Al Lewis
Introduction.
The value of holding properties
open for buyer preview as a core
grassroots marketing activity cannot
be overstated.
Because of this, I coined the
phrase The Money Door sometime
in the mid-1990s to emphasize its
importance to both home owners
and agents alike.
If the door is open, the money
can walk in, if it is closed it will go
somewhere else. What great department store for example, maybe, like
Nordstrom, doesn’t keep its doors
open twelve-hours a day seven-days
a week or longer; and what builder
doesn’t keeps its new home model
doors open seven days a week?
These each are open house as well.
When in a house with a seller,
usually during a first listing presentation, I at some time will point to
the front door and call the frame
around it the Golden Arches to
emphasize the point.
Calling the Open House activity
Open House and leaving it at that
belittles the importance and value of
the activity as a whole.
When active and successful listing
houses at the rate of anywhere from
two-to-eight a month, a reasonable
goal, it only follows that you cannot
be more than one place at once and,
therefore, will need the help of a
team of reliable open house assistants to help you keep your listings

open most weekends as, possibly,
promised a seller and, possibly, to
help with broker previews as well.
Building a team of any kind
to help with anything in any business always requires a plan for
doing it and the gumption and
courage to work the plan.
The program for recruiting,
training and setting-up open house
assistants that follows is made up of
bits and pieces – letters, contracts
and study guides – all needed to do
it that I came up with by hard trying starting in the mid 1970s when
I first decided to keep every house I
listed open every weekend and,
importantly, when I decided not to
work weekends myself.
It’s a win/win plan that can work
for you and a plan that can be executed on hardly a moment’s notice
when needed.

How to Build
A Team of Motivated,
Dedicated, Inspired Open
House Marketing
Assistants.
1st.
Advertise to Meet
Them.
To build a team of open house
marketing assistants, you can recruit
among people and agents you know
or advertise to find and meet.
This can be done as easily as
placing an ad under help wanted,
real estate, on Craigslist and stating

in both the headline and body copy
that you are seeking open house marketing assistants for a house located
in some particular city.
Provide the address of the property, details and price. If you have
developed a website for the property, provide it as well.
State that you will be holding
interviews at the property itself on
some given day and time like Thursday, 4/23/15, between the hours of
1:00 and 4:00.
You’ll be surprised at how many
applicants will call and show up,
more than you need, and from
among the applicants you like best
you can pick anywhere from one-tofive to help with open houses there
for the run of the listing however
long and for other properties as
well.
You, then, keep a record of all
open house visitor traffic as reported
by your assistants and which assistants held which houses open on all
given dates for payment of fees
when the house sells.
2nd.
Provide a Compelling
Compensation Plan.
You can see by the compensation
agreement that follows that I believe
in paying people well (appropriately) for services rendered, this is
key to building a qualified staff of
assistants that will care about what
they are doing and be reliable.

To make sure that we are all on
the same page, assistants are to be
paid one-half of one-percent of the
gross listing fee gained for every
weekend day they assist with open
house and follow the guidelines set
forth for doing it.
That would be 1% of the gross
listing fee for every whole weekend
worked: a maximum cumulative fee
of 25% per the normal running time
of a six month listing. This can be
split among any number of assistants that help a day here, a weekend there, at some property Saturdays and Sundays for the run of a
listing.
If this seems high, let’s put it in
perspective to see that it is a fair and
reasonable fee.
We would, for example, usually,
gladly pay to a real estate agent that
called from out of the area a twentyto-thirty percent referral fee off the
top of a gross listing fee for the
referral of a seller that signs a listing
with us. We, furthermore, would
pay this referral fee to an agent we
have never met, that we often will
never talk with, and that will do
nothing to aid the sale of the property for us; and, we’ll pay it straight
out of escrow.
Our assistants, on the other
hand, must set aside a day or two
every week, always weekends,
devote most of each day to the open
house and absorb the costs and
expenses that come with doing the
work like signs, clothing, the requisites of stylish grooming, car and
gas for months on end.
These expenses can really add up
and they, usually, are expected to do
this for no guarantee of return for
effort and costs expended, but not
inside our program.

Note / The only caveat is that the
house must sell during the current listing term for an assistant to actually
get the fee.
As said, I have practiced this
method of team building since the
mid ‘70s (of last century) and have
never paid the maximum fee of 25%
of the gross listing fee of any listing
that sold for services rendered over a
six month period by an open house
marketing assistant. The most I can
remember paying is 13%.
Note / Thirteen-percent could have
been the fee I paid for services rendered
on twenty-six Sundays, or six weekends
and fourteen Saturdays over six months
or some other similar scenario.
Accordingly, the weekly stipend,
so to speak, seems like a fair and reasonable fee to me, paid to someone
that helps grow our business day-in
and day-out, week to week, one
weekend at a time over a six month
period or longer; and, to someone
that represents us well with our
clients, their neighbors and the community as a whole. This stipend,
again, so to speak, is the knockdown
benefit to working with us that compels agents to commit to helping
us/you sell our/your listings.
Lastly, sellers, especially in the
high-end, often are mentally predisposed or inclined to believe they
know best how to market a home
and are absolutely sure their property need be advertised in print here
or there to succeed and they, usually,
are wrong.
Note / Never commit to letting a
seller tell you how to spend your money
or commit to spending it, real money,
on any thing; commit only to process.
The best and foremost form of
advertising, per The Secret of Suc-

cess found in our portfolio, is open
house marketing irrespective of
price, place or conditions of the
time. When we define the money
we commit to spending – sharing
with our open house marketing
assistants – to do it week-in and
week-out and emphasize that it “is”
a cost of advertising they get it and,
generally, are all in because the last
agents, they usually say, held few to
none at all because they didn’t
believe in it. The reality is they were
not organize for doing it.
What sellers really want to know is
how fast we can get started.
3rd.
Provide Introductory Literature,
Format and Procedures.
Nothing beats a written plan and
a policy manual, so to speak, for
explaining format and procedures.
Trying to explain everything anew
to each prospective open house
assistant would wear you out and
lead to apathy.
The following worksheets are the
meat and potatoes of our program
(1) The Introductory Letter (2) The
Money Door: Principles and Process
Worksheet (3) The Compensation
Agreement and (4) The Weekly
Open House Activity Report.
These and applicants to share
them with are all you need to
recruit, train and build a team of
motivated, dedicated, inspired open
house marketing assistants.
It’s easier to do than you might
think and great fun. Just follow the
instructions given and have at it.
You can do this.
Thank you.

Open House Assistant
Introductory Letter

Instructions / Print as is one-sided on a single sheet of paper or personalize on a letterhead of your choice
with your information according to your sense of style. Hand out to applicants prior to an interview or recruiting meeting along with The Money Door principles and process, and startup procedures worksheet. Ask
applicants to read all prior to talking with you about the opportunity at hand or opportunities to follow.

Al Lewis / Broker
Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing
Building Your Future Today
The Money Door
Open House Marketing Assistant
Goals, Objectives and Startup
Procedures.
The position of open house marketing assistant does not require a real estate license.
An assistant can work as a host or hostess only, but licensed persons have a greater
earning advantage over those without a license and provide a greater earning
advantage to a property’s listing agent as well.
The Market for Selling Real Estate is Always Good.
Everything sells sooner or later. Some agents think the market is bad because sales
are volatile, varying up or down from previous years, but this is normal. The market is
always said to be good by agents and their assistants that score sales however often.
Open house is a means to doing that.
To get a fair share of sales that occur within any region or locale, agents just have to
list houses there and, when it comes to marketing, do the basics well. Open house is
one of those things and is the single most effective form of advertising.
Our target – qualified resale buyers – know where they want to live long before they
enter the market. Then, when they decide to buy, they don't shop ads, call a friend in
the business or walk into a real estate office to find a home, they go directly to the
area, neighborhood or, even, to the street they've always wanted to live on to see
what's for sale. If a house is open, they walk in to see if they will like it and often buy.
Under our program, at Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing, when you assist a
listing agent by holding a house open, we pay you a percentage of our earned listing
commission for every weekend worked, no matter who sells the house or when it
closes escrow. We pay referral fees for buyers and sellers met at the open house by
you and referred to the listing agent of record. If you work with us as an independent
broker or agent, you get the sale fee should you sell the house and can pick up
listings yourself; you pay a referral fee on these.
Open houses are held one or two days a week, Saturday or Sunday, and usually from
only 1:00 to 4:00. It's an easy, low pressure activity, actually like having the day off,
and worth a lot of money to you for the effort. Take a moment now to review The
Money Door: our open house goals, objectives and start-up procedures.
We look forward to getting you started right away.
Thank you.

The Money Door
Open House Principles and Process
Goals and Objectives

Instructions / Print two-sided on one sheet of paper (glossy cover stock preferred) for use explaining the
principles under which we operate and the open house setup and takedown process to prospective assistants.
These worksheets are largely self-explanatory, but will serve well for official training you may wish to conduct.
My peak activity working independently in the field was twenty-one open houses at one time. This required a lot
of assistants, maybe thirty I could call on, and some semblance of structure and control to keep every property
open every weekend. These training worksheets helped to provide that and can do that for you.

The Money Door
Open House Marketing

Open house is a buyeroriented sales and marketing activity.
The proper use of open house is its worth
as a means of achieving mission objectives:
meeting motivated buyers, making sales
and gaining new business.
There are only two kinds of buyers: mobile
and not mobile. New home buyers are mobile.
Resale buyers are not mobile, they are predisposed to region and locale. Why else
would a person buy a 30 year old home,
usually in need of some repair?
Because new home buyers are mobile,
builders can create demand. Realtors, however,
cannot create demand, they encounter it over
time. If that were not true, why else would a
Realtor need a six month listing agreement, the
multiple listing service or, even, a yard sign?
Resale buyers are predisposed buyers:
they know where they want to live before
entering the market.
The open house marketing activity is
predisposition marketing: targeted advertising to
predisposed buyers.
The National Association of Realtors
reports that 73% of sales are made to buyers
that call on “For Sale” signs.

Statistics show 95% of buyers admit
looking for “competitive” open houses to visit prior
to making an offer to purchase: the 95% Rule.
One offer can be expected out of every fifty
visitors to a property: The 49-to-1 Rule.
Open house marketing facilitates realization
of the 49-to-1 rule (5 Stops Weekly x 10 = 50).
If your open house is priced more than 3%
above fair market value or dirty, you will offend
potential buyers.
An overpriced or dirty open house requires we
begin conversations with an apology, an
irreversible position.
It is difficult to have an enthusiastic,
positive attitude about an overpriced or dirty
open house.
Open house need not be advertised, but a
good value-buy ad or permanent onsite sign that
indicates the property will be open weekends,
Saturday or Sunday or both from 1 to 5, can
increase traffic by a factor of four.
Directional arrows must be placed strategically,
owners must be absent and the "Stage" set.
Market your open house to the local
neighborhood with "Open House" or "Just Listed"
cards every week for referrals.

Weekly Open House & Broker Preview Marketing
To Score Big – to Score at All – You’ve Got to Be on the Playing Field When and Where it Counts Every Week.
The role of marketing is to create the right conditions for a sale to take place: to create product awareness and facilitate desire
without getting in the way. Open house is a means to achieving that end. The role of selling is to create the right conditions
for a purchase to take place: to facilitate the buying process without getting in the way.
Open house is a means to achieving that end as well.

Goals & Objectives for
Open House Marketing Assistants
To boost your income by
sharing listing and sale fees
and commissions with you
and by paying you listing and
sale referral fees.

To quicken the sale of our
listings through "Open House"
marketing.
To have our full time sales
agents and our sellers gain a
sales advantage in the
competitive marketplace by
employing your "Open House"
marketing services.

To gain your commitment to
the sale of "One" particular
listing of ours through "Open
House" marketing every week
until it sells: subject to
approved scheduling.

We select a listing for your
service and represent to the
seller that you are a subagent,
host or hostess that works
exclusively with our company
and are going to help market
their home by holding it open
for buyer previews most every
week: subject to their flexibility.

As prospects preview the home,
If they are running late or not
determine their interest and act
planning to leave at all, politely
appropriately: sell them the
suggest a better starting time or
home, obtain them as buyers
tell them your going to leave,
for either you or the home’s
remove your signs and return
listing agent or dismiss them as
when they are ready.
merely visitors.
Upon entering, find their stereo
When preparing to leave, check
and play some light music,
and lock all windows and doors.
watch TV or read. Start a fire if
Undo everything you did when
appropriate and tidy up if they
you arrived.
haven't. Just make yourself
comfortable. It's as important to
Before leaving, prepare an
look comfortable as it is to be
open house activity report for
comfortable. We'll define the
the sellers and FAX a copy soon
best ways to do that when we
as practical to the property’s
meet at the property.
listing agent. The FAX should
indicate the names of proLight up all of the rooms in the
spective buyers and sellers you
house, including hallways,
met at the property. We'll keep a
kitchen, patio and garage, and
detailed register for referral fee
set the thermostat to a
purposes and follow-up.
comfortable temperature.
And lastly, leave. Close up the
Search the house over for things
home, pick up your flags and
that are small and valuable:
signs and go home.
things that may be stolen by
children and adults alike. If you
When you sell the property, keep
find any such articles, hide
the sale confidential and call
them, but don't forget to put
the listing agent for the
them back out or to leave a
arrangement of a presentation
note for the seller telling them
appointment with the seller.
where they are.
Put your sales tools out for handy
use: your computer, sales
contracts, etc.
Mastering the Forces that

Upon the seller's approval, we'll
meet at the property prior to
scheduling the first open house
to preview it, to meet the seller if
possible and to determine your
needs and desires. While at the
property, you’ll learn about
material facts relevant to the
sale of the property.
After meeting, we'll schedule the
first open house. You’ll need to
call the seller the night before
the open house to confirm its
starting time and to remind
them of the importance of their
not being present during the
open house.
Pack a lunch before leaving
home and arrive near the
property early enough to install
your open house signs and flags
with time to spare before the
designated starting time.
If the owner is still home when
you arrive, engage in polite
conversation suggesting you’ll
wait outside until they leave.

Startup and
Open House Procedures

The Money Door

Shape Success
Copyright 2015 Al Lewis

Open House Assistant
Supervisory Agreement & Compensation
Package

Instructions / Print two-sided on one sheet of paper for use explaining our program to prospective
assistants and for signing them into our program. If licensed and with another company, they still can sign
this agreement as an independent contractor. If licensed and a free agent, they can sign with Real Estate
Professionals; refer them to me after selection and training. If a broker yourself, they can sign with you under
your license. Independent brokers also can work under this agreement as an independent contractor. If
unlicensed, train using the guidelines on this form and supervise their work accordingly. Always require this
agreement be signed prior to placing an assistant.
Q & A / Why am I called the “Client” in the Supervisory Agreement? Just looking for clarity. I
would think the Seller is our client.
The seller does not sign this or ever, even, see it. They sign a listing agreement and technically are our
client in that relationship. A buyer is a customer. Agents that have called their buyers clients in front of sellers
have before lost their selling-commissions in court.
This agreement is a strict Independent Contractor agreement between you and either a licensed agent or
a non-licensed person for a specific service and you are not hiring them, but contracting with them for a
service, for a fee. The technicality of an "Independent" contractor agreement is that they are a Contractor and
you are a Client, the one who pays a fee for a service rendered, and not a broker or agent or some such thing.
If you want to change it, go ahead, it won't spell the end of the world.
Q & A / Can I change the fee structure to something more in line with my interest and desires.
Yes, of course, change it as you wish. This agreement merely reflects parameters under which I have
found success. It is a recommendation, not an end.

Real Estate Professionals
Allstate Marketing
Open House Assistant Supervisory Agreement
and Compensation Package
This agreement is entered into this ____ day of __________, 20, ____, by and between:

___________________________________________________________ Open House Marketing Assistant (”Contractor"),
and _____________________________________________________________________ Broker/Agent (”Client").
Subject Property / Any property upon which the Open House Marketing Assistant/Contractor provides services.

Licensed Open House Marketing Assistants
(1.) Daily Fee / One-half percent (½ %) of the gross listing commission earned by Client per weekend day worked
should a subject property sell at any time during the term of the current listing and close escrow.
(2.) Prospect Referral Fees / Thirty-percent (30%) of a sales commission earned on the first sales transaction with each
prospective buyer referred to Client on which Client receives a fee whether a subject property or otherwise; and, thirtypercent (30%) of a listing commission earned on the first listing transaction with each prospective seller referred to Client
on which Client receives a fee. Should a prospective buyer or seller referred to Client not enter into a commissionable
transaction through Client within six months after the date that the prospect was identified and referred, Client owes no
referral or finder compensation to Contractor on any commissionable transaction consummated with said prospect.
(3.) Transaction Referral Fees / Should an Open House Marketing Assistant meet buyers and sellers at a subject
property with which they pursue a listing and/or sale elsewhere on their own time, the Marketing Assistant will pay Client
a 30% referral fee on each 1st-sale and 1st-listing consummated with said buyers and sellers (the reverse of item
number 2 above).
(4.) Subject Property Sales Fee / Should an Open House Marketing Assistant act as the selling agent on a subject
property, the sales compensation shall be equal to the compensation indicated on MLS less a thirty-percent (30%)
opportunity fee paid to Client.
(5.) Double Fees / Double fees and/or commissions will not be paid to Contractor. Upon sale of a subject property,
only one fee or commission will be paid to Contractor: the greater of the Sale Commission, Referral Fee or cumulated
Daily Fee shall prevail.
Commissions will be paid after escrow closing either out of escrow or on the 15th and last day of each month by
Contractor. Contractor is not responsible for uncollected commissions.

Non-Licensed Open House Marketing Assistants
Contractor acknowledges that Client is a licensed real estate Broker or Agent; and that as a matter of prudence, Client is
seeking the assistance of Contractor in a safeguard, supervisory capacity only in the absence of Client during specific
times and at specific properties Client advertised by one means or another as "open" for public viewing.
Contractor will not engage in or conduct Contractor's activities in any area of consumer service or representation that
would require a California Real Estate License.
As a matter of clarification, the following pertinent excerpts from California Real Estate Law are provided to guide
Contractor in the execution of Contractor's activities while safeguarding an "open" property for Client. Contractor is
aware of Contractor's own affirmative duty to know the law and to exercise reasonable care in the performance of
Contractor's non-licensed activities.
Business and Professions Code, Chapter 3, Article 1, Section 10131
Broker Defined: A real estate broker within the meaning of this part is a person who, for a compensation or in
expectation of a compensation, regardless of the form or time of payment, does or negotiates to do one or more of the
following acts for another or others:
(a) Sells or offers to sell, buys or offers to buy, solicits prospective sellers or purchasers of, solicits or obtains listings of,
negotiates the purchase, sale or exchange of real property or a business opportunity.
Business and Professions Code, Chapter 3, Article 1, Section 10132
Salesman Defined: A real estate salesman within the meaning of this part is a natural person who, for a compensation
or in expectation of a compensation, is employed by a licensed real estate broker to do one or more of the acts set forth
in Sections 10131, 10131.1, 10131.2, 10131.3 and 10131.6.

Specifically, Contractor will not sell, offer to sell, buy or offer to buy property to or from visitors to the specific property;
nor solicit prospective sellers or purchasers of real estate for Client while acting on behalf of Client in a safeguard,
supervisory capacity -- in the absence of Client -- at the subject property; nor discuss property issues of any kind with
visitors. Contractor can merely point to property literature left for visitor perusal by Contractor and allow visitors an
inspection of the property at their own leisure, without the accompaniment of Contractor.
Non-Commission Compensation / Client will pay Contractor as follows:

Costs and Expenses
Contractor shall absorb all of the expenses associated with Contractor's activities, whether benefitting Client or
Contractor, except as otherwise agreed prior to any such activity on behalf of Client by Contractor.
Control of Program
Client reserves the right, in its best interest, to modify, reject, cancel, or stop any and all plans, schedules or work in
progress by Contractor; but Client agrees to assume liability for all authorized commitments within the scope of work
performed under this agreement.
Other Provisions
Contractor does not have, nor shall Contractor hold Contractor out as having any right, power or authority to create any
contract or obligation, either express or implied, on behalf of, in the name of, or binding upon Client, unless Client shall
consent thereto in writing.
If any disagreement arises between Client and Contractor, in respect to the conduct of the business of the Client, or of its
dissolution, or in respect to any other matter, cause or thing whatever not otherwise provided for, the same shall be
decided and determined by arbitration in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association, and
judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
Contractor and Client intend this Agreement to be one of independent contractor and employer. Accordingly,
Contractor retains the sole right to control or direct the manner in which Contractor's services are to be performed.
Subject to the foregoing, Client retains the right to inspect, to stop work, to prescribe alterations, and generally to
supervise the work to insure its conformity with the Client's total operational, management and marketing plan.
Contractor and Client understand that it is the Contractor's sole responsibility to provide for all employment taxes,
including withholding and social security, and insurance, including worker's compensation coverage and public liability
insurance arising out of or relating to this Agreement.
Any prior compensation or working-arrangement type agreements specific to Open House Marketing Assistant
activities signed between Client and Contractor shall become void with the signing of this agreement.
Duration and Termination of Relationship
The duration of this agreement is from inception to termination. Client or Contractor may terminate their relationship
under this agreement at any time on 24 hours written notice by mail or eMail with or without cause. It is hereby agreed
that upon termination, compensation as provided above will paid to Contractor on all compensation that has been
earned by Contractor up to the effective termination date. Even after termination, this agreement shall govern all
disputes and claims between Client and Contractor connected with their relationship under this agreement.
Acknowledgments, Notations and Agreements:

Agreed As Specified Above
The undersigned authorized parties hereto after reading this entire Agreement have executed this Agreement the day
and year first written above, in duplicate originals.

Contractor
X

Client
BRE /

X

BRE /

Open House Planner
Weekly Open House Scheduler and
Set-up Worksheet

Instructions / This form is self explanatory. Use it to (1) Schedule open houses with both sellers and
assistants week-to-week (2) To confirm proper sign-up and onsite training (3) To keep records of who worked
when for the payment of cumulative fees whenever earned should the property sell during the active listing
and close escrow, and (4) To note pertinent information. I like to schedule agents for open house anywhere
from one- to three-months out so that I don’t have to work on it anew every week.

Open House Planner Property /
Weekend Dates Weekend Dates Scheduled with Seller
Sat / Sun
Agent Confirmation
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Supervisory Agreements and Setup at House
Agent Confirmation

Notes

The Weekly
Open House Activity
Report

Instructions / Print one-sided on cover stock and cut in two. The activity report is to be completed and left in plain sight by assistants for home
owners at the end of every open house. Assistants are to report to you all weekend activity for your records.

Weekly Open House
Activity Report

Weekly Open House
Activity Report
Property

Date

Property

Date

Host/Agent

Hours

Host/Agent

Hours

Number of Visitors

Qualified Visitors

Number of Visitors

Qualified Visitors

Remarks Made by Visitors

Remarks Made by Visitors

Suggestions

Suggestions

Agenda

Agenda

Open House Marketing Objective

Open House Marketing Objective

One offer written per fifty visitors. Should fifty buyers preview a property
without any of them writing an offer to purchase, it may indicate a need to
reevaluate the property, its price and financing, or presentation.

One offer written per fifty visitors. Should fifty buyers preview a property
without any of them writing an offer to purchase, it may indicate a need to
reevaluate the property, its price and financing, or presentation.

Number of Open Houses to Date

Number of Open Houses to Date

Visitors to Date

Offers Written to Date

Real Estate Professionals
Allstate Marketing

Visitors to Date

Offers Written to Date
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Allstate Marketing

You Can Do This !

Al Lewis / Broker/Mentor
Marketing Professional Since 1975
Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing
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714-744-0617
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